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MASCHINE is a next-generation groove production studio that makes beat creation and arrangement more immediate and tactile than ever before. The system combines an advanced software sequencer and sampler with a seamlessly integrated, highly functional performance controller. Finally merging a fast and intuitive groove-
box workflow with the power and versatility of software, Maschine enables an inspiring and spontaneous way Read More MASCHINE is a next-generation groove production studio that makes beat creation and arrangement more immediate and tactile than ever before. The system combines an advanced software sequencer and
sampler with a seamlessly integrated, highly functional performance controller. Finally merging a fast and intuitive groove-box workflow with the power and versatility of software, Maschine enables an inspiring and spontaneous way to work with a hardware drum machine, along with the unlimited creative potential software can
provide. Control each parameter with the intuitive Control Surface. Read More MASCHINE 2 is the new version of the fantastic drum machine for the audio community. With the addition of the powerful new Sampler, additional effects and drum synth instruments, MASCHINE 2 is the ideal universal tool for making your own music
and producing your own beats. Less, MASCHINE 2 generates new sonic possibilities that traditional hardware instruments cannot offer, such as live manipulation of sound in real time, drawing inspiration from live drumming with a virtual drum rack, modeling a wide range of sounds and effects using custom drum sounds, Read
More
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MASCHINE (iNTEL 1,804,257) Posted on 06/15/2019 2:12 AM MASCHINE 2.5.0 is out and available for FREE download. A version of this software was released in the past to the public, however its in an unfinished state and is not supported. This is an untainted, safe version of the actual MASCHINE. No known issues exists in this
release, all items below are about to be fixed. A minimum of 8 GB is required, we recommend it be installed in a partition of the Read More MASCHINE (iNTEL 1,804,257) Posted on 05/23/2019 2:20 AM MASCHINE 2.5.0 is out and available for FREE download. A version of this software was released in the past to the public,

however its in an unfinished state and is not supported. This is an untainted, safe version of the actual MASCHINE. No known issues exists in this release, all items below are about to be fixed. A minimum of 8 GB is required, we recommend it be installed in a partition of the Read More MASCHINE (iNTEL 1,804,257) Posted on
05/13/2019 2:15 AM MASCHINE 2.5.0 is out and available for FREE download. A version of this software was released in the past to the public, however its in an unfinished state and is not supported. This is an untainted, safe version of the actual MASCHINE. No known issues exists in this release, all items below are about to be
fixed. A minimum of 8 GB is required, we recommend it be installed in a partition of the Read More MASCHINE (iNTEL 1,804,257) Posted on 05/10/2019 2:21 AM MASCHINE 2.5.0 is out and available for FREE download. A version of this software was released in the past to the public, however its in an unfinished state and is not

supported. This is an untainted, safe version of the actual MASCHINE. No known issues exists in this release, all items below are about to be fixed. A minimum of 8 GB is required, we recommend it be installed in a partition of the Read More 5ec8ef588b
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